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2 EssentialDisciplines™

{      }
1.What do you like about the people you like?
Think about someone you really like—a family member that you admire and respect, or a friend that you 
really care about and enjoy their company. Now think about why you like that person. 

Write down 3 traits or attributes that you like about them.

1.

2.

3.

2.Understanding balance
The key to positive traits is that they are balanced. 
Too much of a positive trait and it becomes negative—
too little of it and it also becomes negative. Positive 
traits are achieved when a person has a balanced 
amount of a good trait.

What is a trait?
A trait is a specific aspect of someone’s personality or character. 

Traits can be positive—something good about someone—such 

as honesty or kindness. Traits can also be negative—something 

undesirable about someone—such as dishonesty or rudeness.

FUNNY

Goof-offNo fun

DISCIPLINE:

Refine:
A time to heal and a time to build.

FOCUS:
Commitment and 
Character Development

GOAL:
Be your best

PROCESS:
Be defined by positive 
character traits
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Parts 3–5: Refine Activity

This is the portion of the lesson where the participants will perform a subjective self-evaluation of their own positive and negative traits, 

and then develop action steps which will help them transform their current negative traits into new positive traits. Many of us do not 

often stop and think about what our positive traits are, or how we could acquire new positive traits that might lead us to more 

productivity or fulfillment. The first step is identifying our own traits.

3. My positive, negative, and NEW positive traits
Use this exercise to get participants thinking about themselves. 

This sort of thing comes very easily to some participants, but not 

to others. Many participants might find it beneficial to see you  

fill out each box about yourself before you ask them to do so.

IdentIfyIng posItIve traIts: In column 3A, prompt the 

participants to list three traits about themselves that they think  

are positive. 

IdentIfyIng negatIve traIts: In column 3B, prompt the 

participants to list three traits about themselves that they think  

are negative. 

IdentIfyIng neW posItIve traIts: In column 3C, prompt the 

participants to convert their negative traits in column 3B into new 

positive traits. Ask them to look at their self-identified negative 

traits in column 3B and see if they can come up with what we 

will call a new positive trait. This is a trait that they once 

identified as negative, but will now become balanced, and thus 

become a new positive trait. Model this for them on the board  

by showing them the following example.

  Negative trait:   New Positive Trait:

  judgemental  understanding and  

       forgiving

*Be aware that sometimes people write/identify behaviors or 

actions rather than traits. Instructors may want to help partici-

pants convert behaviors to traits, either individually (by walking 

around and looking at participants papers) or as a group.

TIME: 25 Minutes

4. Identifying more positive & negative traits
The purpose of this exercise is to lead participants through  

a subjective self-evaluation of their traits in all areas of life. 

Participants will rate themselves as too much, too little, or a  

good balance of a list of traits. Read the directions under Part 4 

together. Go over the example with them, and make sure that  

all participants understand how to complete the activity. As 

participants are circling traits, and/or placing an X, walk around 

the room and make sure the each participant is completing the 

activity correctly. Give them about 5 or 10 minutes to complete 

the exercise, which continues on the next three pages.

After completing Part 4, participants will now have a list  

of where they feel they possess positive traits and where they  

feel they possess negative traits. The key here is that discovering 

our negative traits is not a discouragement, but an opportunity  

to identify a new positive trait—an area for growth. 

ConvertIng more negatIve traIts Into “neW posItIve 
traIts”: In Part 3, participants identified new positive traits 

for the negative traits that they identified. Now, have them go 

back over the big list of traits in Part 4 (on pages 4–5) and put 

a square around all the positive [middle] traits that they did 

not circle. These are all the positive traits that they did not rate 

themselves as possessing, because they were out of balance—

either too much or too little in that area. These will be the rest 

of their self-identified new positive traits.

EXAMPLE:

NO FUN  FUNNY  GOOF-OFF

key poInt
The Power Of The Positive: We have identified some areas in our lives that we already consider our positive traits, and some that 

we consider our negative traits. The secret is to not stop there, but to convert those negative traits into positive ones. Focusing on 

our ability to make these traits positive rather than focusing on the negative is a simple but powerful concept that will serve to 

lead us into much success in life.
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EssentialDisciplines™ 3

3. My positive, negative, and NEW positive traits

4.Identifying more positive and negative traits
For each row of boxes, circle the one trait that you think best describes your personality, and/or place an X suggesting
your tendency to lean to the left or right side. Do you possess the balanced trait, or do you currently possess a trait that 
is out of balance—too much or too little? This is just for you, so be brutally honest with yourself.

continued on next page >>

example:

A. Write down the 3 traits about 
yourself that you think are positive:

1.

2.

3.

B. Write down the 3 traits about 
yourself that you think are negative:

1.

2.

3.

C. Convert those negative traits 
to “new positive traits”:

1.

2.

3.

no fun
boring

super-serious
killjoy

funny
humorous

witty
hilarious

goof-off
clown
silly

bad breath fresh breath medicine breath

smelly fresh/scented too perfumed

NEGATIVE TRAITS
too little

POSITIVE TRAITS
balanced

NEGATIVE TRAITS
too much

dirty clean squeaky

frumpy stylish too trendy

frigid sexually abstinent
(sexual in marriage)

promiscuous

Refine

x

divider     contrarian     
loner

contentious     trouble-maker

negative     stagnant     declining
not growing     worsening

self-deceived

19. Embracing the Truth
positive     changing     growing

truth seeker

Truth without my 
accepting it…is worthless.

frenzied     chameleon     
always changing

flip-flop

pursuing vices     broken     wrong
corrupt     

into drama     

20. Prizing Transformation
pursuing virtue     right     ethical

a changed man/woman

Seeking my own improvement 
and that of others.

pursuing validation     
false     preachy     
holier-than-thou     

reckless     lazy     squanderer     
waster     extravagant

high-roller     blowing it

17. Steward
caretaker     nurturer     
grower     a trustee

Deeply tend to that within my trust.

hoarder     tightwad     
cheapskate     scrooge

penny pincher

merciless     hateful     vengeful
rejecting

hardhearted

13. Forgiving
merciful     grace-giving     

long-suffering     softhearted

Extend every grace to all others.

condoning     lax     enabling     
indulgent     a pushover

rash     blind     mindless     
uninformed     

wacky     half-baked     harebrained

18. Counsel Seeker
inquirer     researcher     listener

disciple     follower

There is wisdom in many counselors.

dependent     clinging     reliant
apple-polisher

rebellious     disobedient     
unruly     radical

hooligan

14. Honoring Authority
dutiful     civil     law-abiding     

I will respect the office…even 
when I question the officeholder.

intimidated     powerless
unquestioning     vulnerable

a pawn

fearful     risk-avoiding
actionless     coward

yellow

11. Serving Leader
courageous     humble      
selfless     hero     saint

Sacrifice myself for those I lead.

controlling     vindictive
dictatorial     belligerent

tyrant

other-controlled     restrained
resigned     imprisoned

busted     locked up     on ice

15. Liberty
self-controlled     temperate     
empowered     model citizen

Preserve my public right by fulfilling
my personal responsibilities.

out-of-control     wild     chaotic
nuts     crazy

abandoning     withdrawn
ditching     dumping

moving away from others     

16. Learning and Mentoring
curious     creative     facilitator

moving towards others

Seek truth and pass it along.

taskmaster     slave-driver
moving against others     

12. Uniter
mediator     reconciler     

bridge-builder

Diverse people agreeing 
to be one team.

smothering     forceful     coercive
entangled     embroiled     

enmeshed     mother hen

EssentialDisciplines™ 5

Refine

NEGATIVE TRAITS
too little

POSITIVE TRAITS
balanced

NEGATIVE TRAITS
too much

STAGES OF PERSONAL 
TRANSFORMATION cont.

CHANGE

INTERNALIZATION

IMPLEMENTATION

COMMITMENT cont.

not self-aware     shallow
unexamined     

clueless

2. Fidelity
self-examining     authentic

genuine     for real

My beliefs will drive my behavior.

self-absorbed     neurotic
overwhelmed     hysterical

basketcase    sickie    zonkers

unintegrated     inconsistent
unpredictable     fake     

scumbag     flakey

3. Integrity
aligned     consistent     predictable

guileless     right-on

Do what I say I will do.

rigid     inflexible     polarizing   
intense     in-a-rut

inferior      impure     
undisciplined     

slacker

10. Excellence
pure     balanced     whole

the best

Be and do my very best always.

perfectionist     puritanical     
prideful     prudish

goody-goody

untrustworthy      unfaithful     
unreliable

promise-breaker      

9. Promise Keeper
trustworthy     faithful     

reliable     my right hand

My word is my bond.

inadaptable     legalistic     
obsessive     inflexible     

unrealistic     in bondage

foolish     ignorant     naïve  
close-minded     

dumb     stupid

1. Wisdom seeking
principled     prudent

contemplative
a bright light

Know what is right.

hypocritical     self-righteous
opinionated     know-it-all    

thoughtless     mean     cruel     
unkind     uncaring

jerk     hard     

4. Compassionate
kind     gentle     benevolent

charitable

Do what is right…kindly.

gullible     over-sensitive     fragile
thin-skinned     bleeding-heart

sucker

vague     deceptive     
manipulative     dishonest     

shady     liar     tricky
fraud     hustler

5. Honest
truthful     straightforward     

discrete     legit

Speak the truth with compassion.

blunt     harsh     
brutal     crude

giving others a tongue lashing

unfair     biased     prejudiced
unjust     

whatever     anything goes

6. Just
upright     unbiased     

impartial     fair

Uphold truth, expose error, 
correct wrongs.

severe     condemning     
judgmental

stern     hard-nosed

secretive     isolated     
unknowable     

unaccountable     full of excuses

7. Accountable
open     disclosing     

up-front     no excuses

Inspect myself and invite 
my inspection by others.  

compulsive     overly-revealing
painfully self-conscious

on a guilt trip

haughty     rude     discourteous
impolite     disrespectful

diss

devotee     idolizer     
blind-follower     nut

8. Respectful
inclusive    honoring    collaborative

follow the golden rule

Treat others as I would 
want to be treated.

NEGATIVE TRAITS
too little

POSITIVE TRAITS
balanced

NEGATIVE TRAITS
too much

4 EssentialDisciplines™

Refine

Note: Positive traits in bold are from UncommonSense™

how to be a person of uncommon Character
STAGES OF PERSONAL 

TRANSFORMATION

AWARENESS

EXPLORATION

COMMITMENT
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5. Be & Do: A plan to refine
The purpose of this exercise is to develop some simple action 

steps for acquiring these new positive traits. As you can imagine, 

simply saying that we are going to be responsible instead of 

irresponsible doesn’t automatically make us a responsible person. 

However, we do have the power to become responsible if we 

have some practical action steps that we can begin to follow to 

increase our responsibility. For example, maybe we are going to 

start keeping a daily organizer to help keep track of appoint-

ments and tasks. This way, not only have we identified being 

responsible as a new positive trait, but we have something 

specific to try that will help us become more responsible. In  

the Essential Disciplines curriculum, we call this part of the 

program BE & DO. We are going to BE responsible, and we are 

going to DO something specific—keep a daily planner—to get  

us there.

Read the directions under Part 5 with your participants, and then 

go over both examples with them. The goal for them is to look 

back over the new positive traits they developed in Part 3, and all 

the traits that they just drew a box around in Part 4—these are all 

their new positive traits. They should pick a few of their favorite 

ones that they most want to become, and write them into the 

boxes under NEW POSITIVE TRAITS (BE). Then, they should 

develop tasks or specific actions that they could begin doing that 

would help them acquire that specific trait, or become the BE. 

Then, they should assign a time or times that they are going to 

practice this task. This practice of identifying an area of self-

improvement and then developing simple actions steps toward 

reaching that goal (or BE & DO) is one that will be extremely 

valuable for participants for the rest of their lives.

partICIpant response
sharIng Be & do: If time permits, have a few participants share 

their ideas for their BE & DO. If there is 10 minutes or less left, 

skip the sharing. Encourage participants to try their action steps 

tonight, and we will get a report on how it went tomorrow.
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6 EssentialDisciplines™

Refine

5.Be & Do: A plan to refine
Congratulations! In the previous exercise, you identified some new positive traits that you are going to acquire in your 
life, which is a crucial step in REFINE. This is a very simple but very powerful concept that will allow you to make steps 
to continually improve and become more successful in many areas of your life. Identifying these new positive traits in 
ourselves is important, but now we are ready to take it one step further. We know what we are going to BE (our new 
positive traits), but now we are going to brainstorm some specific things that we can DO to put that trait into action.  

example:

NEW 
POSITIVE TRAITS (Be):

reliable

respectful

keep a calendar and assignment book—write down 
my priorities for each day and import ant dates

politely st art conversa tions with other people, 
even if I don’t know them

every day

lunch break

TASKS (Do): WHEN:

NEW 
POSITIVE TRAITS (Be): TASKS (Do): WHEN:

Be & Do: Your plan to refine
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6. Others’ positive, negative, and NEW  
positive traits
The goal in this exercise is to invite participants to take the 

process they just experienced and appropriately apply it with 

others. It works best whenever possible to have participants do 

this exercise at first with others with whom they feel safe and 

close, such as with friends or trusted coworkers. So as far as 

possible have participants form groups of 2–4 with persons  

who know them and with whom they feel comfortable. 

(If doing this with a group of strangers they may need to 

precede this exercise with some type of brief get acquainted 

process where participants have some opportunity to get to 

know each other, e.g. in their groups of 2–4 have them share 

the following: FORM (F) your current family structure; (O) your 

current occupation; (R) your favorite recreational pastime; (M) 

your mission or key area of interest. Or try these questions:  

What 2–3 things currently give you the greatest joy?  

What 2–3 things currently give you the greatest challenge?  

What 2–3 things currently give you the greatest hope?)

Read the directions under Part 6 with your participants. Then 

have them fill out the top part of the page. A group of four 

could do this as two pairs or all participants could repeat the 

process three times—once for each member in the group other 

than themselves.

Next draw attention to the TIP at the bottom of columns A, B, 

and C in the middle of the page. Mention positive traits often... 

Rarely to never mention negative traits... (Perhaps emphasize 

this point by asking them to put a big X over the negative 

traits—column B.) Focus on commitments... new positive traits...

exChangIng InformatIon
Then direct the participants to exchange the information as 

couples, pairs, or quads using the questions provided at the 

bottom of the page, while remembering the tips.

What are my current positive traits?

What new positive traits would you desire me to focus upon? (BE)

What positive, measurable, and specific action could I take or 

words could I say, that would help me be ? (DO)

Parts 6: Application with Others

This is the portion of the lesson where the participants will perform a subjective evaluation of others’ positive and negative traits, and 

then develop action steps which will help them transform their current negative traits into new positive traits. Many of us do not often 

stop and think about what others’ positive traits are, or how we could help them acquire new positive traits that might lead them to 

more productivity or fulfillment. 

TIME: 10 Minutes
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EssentialDisciplines™ 7

a. Write down the 3 traits about 
your partner/peer/parent that you 
think are positive:

1.

2.

3.
TIP: Mention positive traits often. Say to yourself,
“I am (positive trait).” Say to others, “You are
(positive trait).” 

B. Write down the 3 traits about 
your partner/peer/parent that you 
think are negative:

1.

2.

3.
TIP: Rarely to never mention negative traits. 
Never say to yourself, “I am (negative trait).”
Never say to others, “You are (negative trait).” 

C. Convert those negative traits 
to “new positive traits”:

1.

2.

3.
TIP: Focus on commitments. Say to yourself, 
“I am committed to being (new positive trait).” 
Say to others, “I know you’re committed to 
being (new positive trait).” 

6.Others’ positive, negative, and NEW positive traits

7.Lessons from rootstock grafting

REFINE PRACTICE DIRECTIONS
Step 1: Work in couples, pairs or quads.
Step 2: Fill out top part of this page thinking of your partner/peer/parent. 

(You can do this multiple times in a group focusing on each person.)
Step 3: Exchange information with each other using the questions provided, remembering the tips.

Exchanging information
Ask your partner/peer/parent, “What are MY current positive traits?” List their answers below.

What new positive traits
would you desire me to 

focus upon? (Be)

What positive, measurable and specific actions could 
I take or words could I say, that would help me be 

(the new positive trait)? (Do) WHEN:

Ask your partner/peer/parent:

Refine
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7. Lessons from rootstock grafting
In your own words tell the following story: Growers often graft  

a rootstock onto a scion, the part of the plant growing above  

the ground. This is frequently done with roses, apple trees, and 

grapevines. The rootstock selected may have superior abilities 

to absorb nutrients from the soil or to resist draught, disease,  

or insects. In the end this process yields a better tasting fruit, a 

larger quantity, or a strong plant. How does this apply to what 

we have been doing with new positive traits? (Allow time for 

group discussion.) Character development, being your best, 

being defined by positive character traits, developing new 

positive traits is the functional equivalent of rootstock grafting  

for us.

This has been our introduction to the world of traits. Take a 

moment to review what we have learned today. We learned  

that traits are all around us, and that positive traits attract and 

negative traits repel. Then, we assessed our own traits and 

identified traits that we feel we possess—some positive, some 

negative. Then, we transformed our negative traits into new  

positive traits and developed some actions steps (BE & DO) which 

will help us reach these goals. Finally, challenge participants to go 

home tonight and actually try their BE & DO tasks. See if they can 

really do them, and be prepared to come in tomorrow and share 

how it went.

Hopefully, after doing today’s lesson, the participants  

have done some thinking which has allowed them to know 

themselves a little better, and to begin the process of continual 

self-improvement. This is REFINE, and it is a great foundation 

upon which we will build the rest of the Essential Disciplines.

Part 7: Wrapping Up
TIME: 5 Minutes
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EssentialDisciplines™ 7

a. Write down the 3 traits about 
your partner/peer/parent that you 
think are positive:

1.

2.

3.
TIP: Mention positive traits often. Say to yourself,
“I am (positive trait).” Say to others, “You are
(positive trait).” 

B. Write down the 3 traits about 
your partner/peer/parent that you 
think are negative:

1.

2.

3.
TIP: Rarely to never mention negative traits. 
Never say to yourself, “I am (negative trait).”
Never say to others, “You are (negative trait).” 

C. Convert those negative traits 
to “new positive traits”:

1.

2.

3.
TIP: Focus on commitments. Say to yourself, 
“I am committed to being (new positive trait).” 
Say to others, “I know you’re committed to 
being (new positive trait).” 

6.Others’ positive, negative, and NEW positive traits

7.Lessons from rootstock grafting

REFINE PRACTICE DIRECTIONS
Step 1: Work in couples, pairs or quads.
Step 2: Fill out top part of this page thinking of your partner/peer/parent. 

(You can do this multiple times in a group focusing on each person.)
Step 3: Exchange information with each other using the questions provided, remembering the tips.

Exchanging information
Ask your partner/peer/parent, “What are MY current positive traits?” List their answers below.

What new positive traits
would you desire me to 

focus upon? (Be)

What positive, measurable and specific actions could 
I take or words could I say, that would help me be 

(the new positive trait)? (Do) WHEN:

Ask your partner/peer/parent:

Refine
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extended applICatIons
Learn to talk to others about others by only referring to their 

positive or new positive traits, not their negative traits. This 

creates a culture of appreciation and encouragement, instead 

of a culture of criticism.

extended dIsCussIon
Go back to pages 4–5 of the Teen Workbook and discuss 

the column labeled Stages of Personal Transformation. See if 

participants recognize that the first two rows focus on Awareness 

and Exploration within self. See if they recognize that the next 

16 rows focus on Commitment and Implementation that often 

impact others—in ever increasing circles or responsibility and 

influence. See if they recognize that the last two rows focus on 

Internalization and Change that reach beyond self and others 

to something universal. Finally and interestingly, note that each 

row (at a micro level) also involves this same transitional process 

of Awareness, Exploration, Commitment, Implementation, 

Internalization, and Change. 

The document UncommonSense can be used for  

further discussion.

Extensions

extended dIsCovery
Personality profile: For those classes with more time to 

dedicate to Essential Disciplines, this is a great place to interject 

a personality profile which would provide participants with a 

more objective assessment of their traits or motivational desires. 

These inventories, such as the Reiss Relationship Profile, The 

Reiss Profile (versions: Self-Discovery, Business, School, Sports) 

are available for purchase at www.EssentialDisciplines.com.


